F uture aeroassist systems must be able to provide accurate delivery of more massive payloads than current systems to support the next generation of exploration missions. This increase in delivered payload mass may be achieved by reducing or eliminating the diameter and shape constraints placed on the aeroassist system by the launch vehicle, allowing the aeroassist vehicle to assume an aerodynamic form that best facilitates mission success. Deployable aerodynamic devices, both rigid and inflatable, have the potential to enable a broad spectrum of next-generation missions by mitigating launch vehicle payload fairing shape and size constraints on aeroassist vehicles and potentially providing an in-flight reconfiguration capability. Deployable aerodynamic devices also enable new options for trajectory control during atmospheric flight.
One new option is drag modulation flight control. Increasing the vehicle drag area decreases β (see Eq. (1)) and the energy depletion rate. Increasing β has the opposite effect. Therefore, an aeroassist vehicle that can vary β is capable of controlling its energy or downrange. For a vehicle of mass m, drag modulation utilizes changes in drag area, C D S ref , to change β during atmospheric flight to control the vehicle trajectory, either through changes in S ref or
Hypersonic inflatable aerodynamic devices (HIADs), a technology currently being developed by NASA for use in aeroassist applications, have been featured prominently in recent NASA studies for human Mars exploration.
1, 2 While the HIAD development program will lead to mature inflatable devices suitable for drag modulation flight control applications, most studies to date have not considered drag modulation as a flight control option. Instead, they have assumed that lift modulation flight control is possible for these types of vehicles, either though bank angle or angle-of-attack modulation. However, effector requirements for large inflatable vehicles may make lift modulation infeasible or undesirable. For these types of vehicles, drag modulation presents a solution that does not require complex effectors or asymmetric flight conditions. Drag modulation is particularly attractive for aerocapture trajectories, as the absence of out-of-plane control authority may be less critical than for entry, descent, and landing systems where landing precision is increasingly important.
3 Additionally, post-atmospheric pass propulsive maneuvers are baselined for nominal aerocapture sequences and may be used to correct out-of-plane errors.
Only a small number of studies on using drag modulation for aeroassist missions are available in the literature. In the 1960s, Levy determined a closed-form solution using drag modulation to limit the rate of increase of deceleration during entry 4 and Rose and Hayes evaluated drag modulation as means for orbit phasing and entry targeting. 5 More recently, Kuo et al. examined the use of drag modulation to track reference trajectories for ballistic missiles. 6 These studies all assumed drag could be controlled continuously within a given interval. Discrete-event drag modulation has been studied for planetary aerocapture missions at the conceptual level, but few studies address realistic guided system performance. [7] [8] [9] Miller et al. present a real-time predictive algorithm for single-stage jettison aerocapture at Titan using a trailing toroidal ballute. 10 Johnson and Lyons use a heuristic trigger based on curve fits of the aerocapture vehicle dynamics to perform single-stage jettison aerocapture at Titan. This study considers the use of drag modulation flight control systems for planetary aerocapture systems. The aerocapture maneuver is utilized to transition from a high-energy orbit to a lower-energy orbit without a major propulsive event, as shown in Fig. 1 . Aerocapture differs from aerobraking in that it depletes the required energy in a single atmospheric pass instead of a series of passes. Aerocapture systems still require propulsive capability: after the atmospheric pass, the spacecraft must perform a periapsis raise maneuver at apoapsis to ensure that the vehicle does not reenter the atmosphere. An additional propulsive cleanup maneuver may also be performed at the subsequent periapsis to correct any remaining error in apoapsis altitude.
Recent work has shown that drag modulation may be possible for a specific set of aerocapture missions at Earth and Mars. 12 The goal of this study is to expand upon those results by determining the feasibility and relative performance of different drag modulation flight control system options for planetary aerocapture at Venus, Mars, and Titan. Three drag modulation flight control system options will be considered: single-stage jettison, two-stage jettison, and continuously-variable drag modulation systems.
II. Drag Modulation Flight Control Concepts

A. Single-stage Jettison Systems
Single-stage jettison systems, shown in Fig. 2 , provide the simplest means of drag modulation flight control for aerocapture. The vehicle deploys a large drag skirt prior to atmospheric interface (AI) to lower the vehicle's β to its minimum value, β 1 . Alternately, the vehicle may launch in its β 1 configuration if the maximum diameter fits within the launch vehicle payload fairing. During the atmospheric pass, the flight computer uses available navigation data to determine when the drag skirt should be jettisoned such that the proper amount of energy is dissipated prior to atmospheric exit to achieve the desired transfer orbit properties. Once the drag skirt is jettisoned, β immediately rises to its maximum value, β 2 , and the spacecraft coasts to atmospheric exit.
While simple, single-stage jettison systems are vulnerable to day-of-flight dispersions since they have only a single control event. After the jettison, no control authority is available to correct for unforeseen dispersions. Mission designers may bias the nominal jettison point towards the end of the atmospheric pass to reduce the effect of post-jettison uncertainty, but this strategy requires additional control authority and increases the likelihood of a skip-out trajectory. 
B. Two-stage Jettison Systems
In some circumstances, two-stage jettison systems provide performance benefits over a single-stage systems by reducing vulnerability to day-of-flight dispersions. A two-stage system splits the drag skirt into two concentric pieces, allowing the spacecraft to perform a "clean-up" jettison later in the trajectory. This drag modulation strategy trades additional system complexity for reduced susceptibility to unforeseen latetrajectory dispersions. Figure 3 shows a notional aerocapture maneuver using a two-stage jettison drag modulation system. As in the single-stage system, the drag skirts are deployed prior to AI and the vehicle enters the atmosphere with β = β 1 . The outer drag skirt is jettisoned first, such that the final apoapsis error is minimized while assuming a pre-set inner skirt jettison time. The outer skirt jettison changes β to an intermediate value, β 3 . The inner drag skirt jettison time is then adjusted to null the final transfer orbit apoapsis altitude error. When the inner drag skirt is jettisoned, β rises to β 2 and the spacecraft coasts to atmospheric exit. This strategy allows the flight computer to solve two one-dimensional searches in series, reducing flight software complexity and limiting computational resource requirements. 
C. Continuously-variable Systems
As the number of jettison stages becomes large, a staged-jettison vehicle may be approximated by a onedirectional continuously-variable drag modulation system. However, it is likely that such a system would be capable of both decreasing and increasing β. This continuously-variable (CV) drag modulation system uses a drag skirt that can be deployed and retracted during the atmospheric pass. While this in-flight reconfiguration capability requires significant technology development, current technology programs indicate that such a system may be feasible.
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The CV drag modulation system concept analyzed in this study is shown in Fig. 4 . The vehicle enters the atmosphere with its drag skirt deployed. During the atmospheric pass, the vehicle determines the constant drag area that minimizes the final apoapsis altitude error, subject to limits β 1 and β 2 . This type of system retains a measure of control authority throughout the atmospheric pass, but requires a more mechanically complex system relative to staged-jettison systems. 
D. Real-time Guidance
During the atmospheric pass, a real-time guidance algorithm is used to determine drag skirt jettison times and drag area commands using data from the navigation system. This strategy allows the vehicle to select a drag profile based on day-of-flight conditions such that the desired transfer orbit is achieved. A similar algorithm is used for all three drag modulation system options.
The guidance algorithm is organized into three functional phases. The first phase is the pre-AI attitude hold phase. During this phase, the guidance algorithm checks whether the sensible atmosphere has been reached. The sensible atmosphere is defined by sensed accelerations greater than 0.5 m/s 2 . The second phase is the numeric predictor-corrector (NPC) targeting phase. During this phase, the algorithm adjusts the jettison time or drag area command to minimize the final apoapsis altitude error. The third and final phase is the exit phase: no additional commands are issued when the sensed acceleration drops below 0.5 m/s 2 .
Numeric Predictor-corrector
The predictor integrates the three-degree-of-freedom equations of motion using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta method to determine the vehicle state at atmospheric exit. The predictor models the planetary body of interest as a sphere with inverse-square gravity and a nominal altitude-density atmosphere table. The vehicle is modeled as a point mass that generates only drag; vehicle drag is modeled with a constant C D . While the majority of the integration is performed with a constant time step of 2 s, the time steps immediately adjacent to jettison events are adjusted such that the jettisons occur at a major time step. This strategy enhances the accuracy and stability of the prediction without significantly increasing the computation time. Nominally, prediction terminates at atmospheric exit, defined by a maximum altitude. Protection is provided within the predictor against off-nominal cases through limits on integration time and minimum altitude. The corrector utilizes the terminal states computed by the predictor to determine jettison times for the staged-jettison systems or drag area commands for CV systems. First, the corrector computes the properties of the transfer orbit from the estimated terminal vehicle position and velocity vectors at atmospheric exit. Next, the corrector attempts to bound the solution. If the transfer orbit semi-major axis is negative, indicating a hyperbolic escape trajectory, the corrector marches the command towards the capture region, either by increasing the jettison time or increasing the drag area. The predictor is then re-run until the corrector has found a non-hyperbolic, captured solution for the jettison time (staged systems) or drag area (CV systems). If the first captured solution has a positive apoapsis error, indicating overshoot, the corrector marches towards towards the crash region until an undershoot solution is found. The opposite is done if the first capture solution has a negative apoapsis error. Once the solution is bounded, bisection is used to determine a solution that nulls the transfer orbit apoapsis error. Bisection continues until either the iteration limit is reached or the change in command is less than a pre-set threshold. If no solution is found, the previous best estimate of jettison time or drag area is used.
Atmospheric Density Estimation
The guidance algorithm estimates a constant bias atmospheric density correction factor to account for dayof-flight uncertainty in the atmosphere and improve the accuracy of terminal state predictions. The current density is estimated from navigated acceleration and velocity and the onboard atmosphere model, as shown in Eq. 2. Neither a A or V wind are available directly in the absence of a flush air data system, so they are approximated with the sensed acceleration magnitude and the planet-relative velocity magnitude. The density correction factor, F est , is then computed as shown in Eq. (3). Using a factor allows the predictor to update the onboard atmosphere model data by a multiplying the density data by a constant parameter. To improve the estimate, the factor is limited to minimum and maximum values and filtered with the previous value, F i−1 , using the low-pass filter in Eq. (4). A gain, K, of 0.05 provides a good balance between reducing noise and capturing short-period changes in the atmosphere relative to the onboard atmosphere model. The bounded, filtered estimate is then stored for use in the predictor.
III. Methodology
A. Numeric Simulation
A three-degree-of-freedom simulation was used in this study to evaluate drag modulation system aerocapture flight performance. The simulation is written in Matlab and autocoded to C and compiled to improve execution speed. The equations of motion are integrated using a 4th order Runge-Kutta integration scheme with a constant time step. Planetary bodies are modeled as spheres with inverse square gravity. Planetary atmospheres are modeled using a table look-up of atmospheric properties stored as a function of altitude.
Planetary atmosphere data for Mars, Venus, and Titan were generated using the Global Reference Atmosphere Models (GRAM) for each planetary body.
14 Stagnation-point convective heat rates are estimated using the Sutton-Graves relation for a 1 m reference nose radius.
15 Radiative contributions to total heat rate are significant at Venus and Titan, but are not modeled. A summary of planetary model parameters is given in Table 1 . Two-body orbital mechanics are used to compute the ∆V required for periapsis raise and apoapsis correction maneuvers. Aerocapture vehicles were assumed to have constant mass. A 70-deg spherecone shape was assumed for Mars and Titan missions and a 60-deg spherecone shape was assumed for Venus missions. Mach-dependent aerodynamics data were generated for these shapes using CBAero. 16 For all three drag modulation system options, drag modulation is accomplished through changes in S ref ; aerodynamic coefficients were assumed to be constant across all S ref changes. The nominal vehicle center of gravity (c.g.) position is along the vehicle axis of symmetry. The vehicles are spun about their axis of symmetry at 2 RPM to reduce the effect of lift generated by off-nominal c.g. positions. The flight computer was modeled with two rate groups: a low rate group for guidance running at 0.25 for Titan and 0.5 Hz for Venus and Mars and a high rate group for control, running at 25 for Titan and 50 Hz for Venus and Mars. These rates reflect differences in flight times at Venus, Mars, and Titan. The onboard inertial navigation system was assumed to have perfect knowledge of the vehicle dynamics.
B. Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo simulation was used to evaluate aerocapture system performance at Mars and Titan in the the presence of day-of-flight uncertainties, including state, vehicle, and environmental uncertainties. Monte Carlo simulation uncertainty inputs are given in Table 2 . Correlated state errors for Mars are generated based on 3σ 1.5 km position and 1 m/s velocity errors, corresponding to Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) approach navigation performance. 17 State errors for Titan are uncorrelated. At Titan, current navigation technology can provide a 3σ flight-path angle variation of 0.24 deg for aerocapture missions. 18 Other state errors were computed based on the results presented in Ref. 19 and were scaled such that the flight-path angle uncertainty matched current capabilities. Correlated atmospheric density and wind uncertainties were generated using Mars-GRAM and Titan-GRAM. 
IV. Corridor and Feasibility
A. Corridor Definition
For aerocapture drag modulation flight control systems, the aerodynamic corridor is bounded by the minimum-β (β 1 ) and maximum-β (β 2 ) trajectories. These bounding trajectories represent the most shallow and most steep trajectories, respectively, that may be flown while reaching a given transfer orbit, regardless of the type of drag modulation system employed. For single-stage systems, these trajectories represent either retaining the drag skirt to atmospheric exit (maximum drag area throughout the atmospheric pass) or jettisoning it at AI (minimum drag area throughout the atmospheric pass). For CV systems, these trajectories represent flight at a constant β of β 1 or β 2 throughout the atmospheric pass. The set of AI flight-path angles bounded by the AI flight-path angles of these trajectories is the aerodynamic flight-path angle corridor. For a given AI velocity, with perfect state knowledge, a drag modulation aerocapture vehicle that can vary β between β 1 and β 2 should be able to reach the desired transfer orbit as long as the AI flight-path angle lies within the corridor. Figure 5 shows example bounding trajectories for aerocapture at Mars at an inertial AI velocity of 6 km/s with a 400 km apoapsis altitude transfer orbit target for a vehicle with β 1 = 10 kg/m 2 and β 2 = 100 kg/m 2 . AI is denoted by squares and atmospheric exit by triangles. Figure 5(a) shows that the β 2 trajectory decelerates about 20 km lower in the atmosphere. The β 2 trajectory must enter the atmosphere at a steeper flight-path angle, and exists with a slightly less shallow flight-path angle, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Figure 5 (c) shows the deceleration pulses are similar for both cases. The ∆V required for the periapsis raise maneuver is similar for both cases: 97.9 and 97.7 m/s for the β 1 and β 2 trajectories, respectively. 
B. Corridor Trends
Corridor trends were evaluated at Mars with respect to vehicle and mission design quantities; similar trends emerge for aerocapture at Titan and Venus. Figure 6 shows how the aerodynamic corridor changes with respect to AI velocity for several values of β. The corridor width for a given drag modulation system corresponds to the distance between the two curves corresponding to the β 1 and β 2 for that vehicle. Similar to atmospheric entry, the corridor steepens and widens as AI velocity increases, but at high velocities, trajectory constraints on deceleration or heat rate may reduce the width of the corridor. Figure 7 shows the aerodynamic flight-path angle corridor width as a function of β-ratio for four AI velocities, where β-ratio is the ratio of β 2 to β 1 . β-ratio is a measure of the gross control authority of a drag modulation system.
12 A β-ratio of 1 results in a zero-width corridor, since β 1 = β 2 . Increasing the β-ratio or AI velocity increases the width of the corridor with diminishing returns. Figure 8 shows the variation in aerodynamic corridor width with respect to β 1 , for an AI velocity of 6 km/s . For all but the smallest values of β 1 , corridor width is constant with respect to β 1 and determined 
C. Feasibility
Aerodynamic flight-path angle corridor width was evaluated as a function of AI velocity for aerocapture at Mars, Titan, and Venus. The AI velocity range for Mars was selected to capture a range of launch opportunities from Earth, consistent with the efficient trajectories used for robotic missions. 22 The Titan AI velocity range spans Titan escape velocity to 10 km/s, the upper bound on approach velocities assumed by Lockwood.
21 Venus AI velocities were selected to correspond to existing literature. 23 The transfer orbit apoapsis altitude target of 400 km is used at Venus and Mars and an apoapsis altitude target of 1700 km is used at Titan. The results presented in Fig. 9 show that, for a given β-ratio, corridor width at Mars is approximately double that at Venus, and corridor width at Titan is nearly two and a half times that at Mars. With identical approach navigation precision, aerocapture at Venus would require twice as much control authority as aerocapture at Mars. However, approach navigation at Venus is likely less precise, requiring even more control authority relative to Mars. This translates to a larger required initial drag area for a given spacecraft mass. At Titan, less control authority is required for a given approach navigation precision. However, approach navigation at Titan is significantly less precise than at Mars, reducing the impact of this advantage. As discussed in the previous section, Fig. 9 shows that β-ratio is the primary factor determining corridor width, corridor width increases a modest amount with increasing AI velocity, and β 1 has only a small effect on the corridor width. Figure 10 shows peak stagnation-point convective heating rates for aerocapture trajectories for β values of 1, 10, and 100 kg/m 2 ; radiative heating effects are not included. For a spacecraft mass of 1500 kg, these β values correspond to diameters of approximately 3.4, 10.6, and 33.5 m, respectively. The data in Fig. 10 represent bounding peak heat rates over potential aerocapture corridors. For example, aerocapture at Mars with an AI velocity of 6 km/s, a β 1 of 10 kg/m 2 , and a β-ratio of 10 may experience peak convective peak heat rates between 10 and 30 W/cm 2 . A 400 km transfer orbit apoapsis altitude target was used for Mars and Venus and 1700 km was used for Titan. While heat rate limits for insulating thermal protection systems (TPS) are material specific, typical limits are well below 100 W/cm 2 for current flexible insulating TPS for suitable for inflatable decelerator systems. Therefore, 100 W/cm 2 was adopted as a conservative upper bound on the capabilities of flexible insulating TPS. Higher heat rates require an ablative TPS, which may require a rigid heat shield. Therefore, the insulating TPS heat rate limit may be seen as a delimiter between currently available inflatable decelerators and traditional rigid aeroshells.
The peak heat rates in Fig. 10 indicate that aerocapture at Venus requires a low β to limit the peak heat rate if current inflatable decelerators are to be used. Additionally, at the high velocities associated with Venus aerocapture, the radiative contribution to total heat rate may be equal to or greater than the convective contribution, increasing the peak heat rate the TPS must accommodate. For Mars, the radiative component of heating is typically small or negligible, 24 indicating that inflatable decelerators may be used for aerocapture. Radiative heating may also be significant at Titan and may lead to a requirement for a low β or ablative TPS.
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These results allow one to draw preliminary conclusions on the feasibility of using drag-only flight control for aerocapture. For Mars missions, adequate flight-path corridor width to accommodate uncertainties is provided by current approach navigation precision and β-ratios of less than 10. 20 Additionally, low heat rates at Mars make the use of lightweight HIAD drag skirts possible. Together, these make Mars an attractive target for drag modulation aerocapture systems. At Venus, expected peak heat rates require large diameter drag skirts to lower β to limit peak heat rates such that current inflatable TPS technology may be used. Smaller drag skirts may be used, but will require ablative TPS. However, aerocapture at Venus still requires β-ratios near 10 to provide adequate corridor width, independent of the specific drag modulation system selected. The requirement for either a very large drag skirt using existing flexible TPS or ablative TPS for a moderately large drag skirt create a system that is likely not mass competitive with traditional lift modulation systems. This makes Venus an unattractive target for drag modulation aerocapture. Conclusions about drag modulation aerocapture at Titan are less clear: while large flight-path angle corridor widths are available for reasonable β-ratios, distance from Earth and limited flight experience make approach navigation less precise at Titan than in the inner Solar System. Also, while convective heat rates are below the insulating TPS limit for AI velocities below 9 km/s, radiative heating is expected to contribute significantly to total heating at Titan. 21 Therefore, drag modulation aerocapture at Titan may be attractive if the AI velocity or β are sufficiently low for use of insulating flexible TPS, if flexible ablative TPS is developed, or if navigation precision is sufficient to allow a low β-ratio rigid drag skirt with an ablative TPS to be used.
For these reasons, the remainder of this study focuses on drag modulation flight control aerocapture missions to Mars and Titan. 
V. Aerocapture at Mars
A Mars science orbiter concept vehicle is used to evaluate three drag modulation system options for aerocapture. The spacecraft mass is nominally 1500 kg, corresponding to the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), less the propellent required for a Mars orbit insertion burn. 25 The spacecraft is packaged behind a 4 m diameter lightweight heat shield, producing a β 2 value of 70.2 kg/m 2 . This diameter provides space for a MRO-sized 3 m diameter high-gain antenna. An eastbound equatorial trajectory is used, with a nominal AI inertial velocity of 6 km/s and a nominal AI inertial flight-path angle of -11.11 deg. The AI flight-path angle was selected to center the apoapsis altitude target within the vehicle's capability. The target orbit is a 400 km circular orbit. The single-stage system utilizes a HIAD drag skirt, which is deployed prior to AI to increase vehicle drag area. The inflation pressure is assumed to be sufficient to maintain a 70-deg spherecone shape throughout the atmospheric pass. The skirt has an outer diameter of 12.65 m, resulting in a β 1 of 7.02 kg/m 2 and a β-ratio of 10.
Results are provided in Fig. 11 and Table 3 for a 1000-sample Monte Carlo simulation. Sufficient apoapsis altitude accuracy is achieved to limit the mean+3σ total ∆V required to 110.7 m/s. Additionally, apoapsis error is roughly centered about the target, indicating good guidance algorithm performance. For all samples, peak deceleration is below 4 g and peak heat rates are below 15 W/cm 2 , low enough to allow use of currently available insulating flexible TPS. Out-of-plane errors are minimal, with final transfer orbit inclinations near zero. Jettison times selected by the guidance algorithm range from about 160 s to 230 s (Fig. 11(a) ). Maximum apoapsis errors are generally associated with the earliest jettison times: when the drag area must be jettisoned early in the trajectory, the vehicle is unable to account for dispersions encountered during the bulk of the atmospheric pass, leading to larger apoapsis altitude errors. As expected, Fig. 11(b) shows the magnitude of the periapsis raise ∆V does not vary significantly with apoapsis error, although lower energy cases with negative apoapsis errors require greater ∆V . The magnitude of the apoapsis correction ∆V is a strong function of apoapsis error, although most cases require less than 40 m/s of ∆V (Fig. 11(c) ). While the accuracy of the single-stage system does not lead to large ∆V requirements, apoapsis error may be an issue for extreme cases, potentially causing reentry into the Mars atmosphere.
The two-stage jettison system was designed such that the first jettison event has a β-ratio of 5, while the second jettison even has a β-ratio of 2, resulting in a β 3 of 35.10 kg/m 2 and an inner skirt maximum diameter of 5.66 m; β 1 was retained from the single stage case. This split creates a course-fine control scheme, where the initial jettison event has more control authority to remove delivery error and predicted biases in aerodynamics and atmospheric properties and the second jettison event's lesser control authority is adequate to clean up any remaining error resulting from unforeseen biases or noise during the β 3 portion of the atmospheric pass.
Results for the two-stage system in Fig. 12 and Table 3 . Using a second stage improves apoapsis accuracy and reduces the required propulsive ∆V , mostly through reducing the standard deviation of the apoapsis correction ∆V (Fig. 12(c) ). Figure 12(a) shows the relationship between the first-and second-stage jettison times. The grey line denotes equal jettison times; the two circled cases jettison both stages at the same time to reduce their energy depletion rate early in the trajectory. Figures 12(b) and (c) also indicate a bias towards positive apoapsis error and the resulting retrograde apoapsis correction ∆V . Other performance metrics, including peak deceleration, peak heating, and heat load are similar to the single-stage system.
Results for a CV system with the same β 1 and β 2 (diameters of 12.65 and 4 m, respectively) as the staged-jettison cases are given in Fig. 13 and Table 3 . Results indicate good aerocapture performance, with better apoapsis altitude accuracy, lower total ∆V requirements, and lower peak deceleration relative to the staged-jettison systems. The accumulated out-of-plane error and aerothermal environments remain similar to the staged-jettison systems. Figure 13(a) shows that a significant amount of noise is present in the area command signal for some cases. However, for the nominal case, in black, the area command is nearly constant, validating the guidance algorithm's constant-area solution method.
The results presented indicate that single-stage, two-stage, and continuously-variable drag modulation systems are all feasible for aerocapture at Mars for the selected β-ratio of 10. However, a clear trend emerges in accuracy with the single-stage system being the least accurate and the CV system being the most accurate. The disparity in accuracy is highlighted in Fig. 14, which shows the high and low mean+3σ apoapsis errors. However, Fig. 14 also shows that, while better accuracy reduces the total ∆V required to circularize into a 400 km orbit, the difference in total ∆V between the three drag modulation system concepts is small. The CV system saves less than 15 m/s of ∆V which translates to a propellant mass savings of only about 10 kg for a 1500 kg spacecraft. However, the two-stage and CV systems provide additional robustness to uncertainty and design issues over the single-stage system, where atmospheric reentry may be more likely. Other trajectory metrics of interest are similar across all three systems, with the exception of peak deceleration, which is lower for the CV system. 
VI. Aerocapture at Titan
The spacecraft concept used for Titan is based on the Titan Explorer Orbiter described in Ref. 18 . The aerocapture vehicle has a nominal mass of 1800 kg. An eastbound equatorial trajectory is used, with a nominal AI inertial velocity of 6.5 km/s. The target orbit is a 1700 km circular orbit. The AI velocity and apoapsis target were selected to match the available literature.
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An initial single-stage system was designed to take advantage of the low β-ratio requirements at Titan. A 4.5 m rigid skirt was attached to a 3 m aeroshell, resulting in a β 1 of 66.6, a β 2 of 150 kg/m 2 , and β-ratio of 2.25. This type of configuration may be assembled prior to launch and may use currently available ablative TPS to provide additional heat rate margin. The operational corridor for this vehicle was assessed by running 100-sample Monte Carlo simulations over a range of AI flight-path angles. A small sample size was chosen for this analysis to limit computation time. Results are presented in Fig. 15 and show that, while a β-ratio of 2.25 produces a nominal aerodynamic corridor width of about 1 deg (see Fig. 9 ), this configuration produces a zero-width operational corridor when uncertainties are included: there are no flight-path angles for which there are zero escape trajectories and zero reentry trajectories. This result was also found to be true for CV systems at this β-ratio, which exhibit the best possible drag modulation performance.
Therefore, a new drag modulation vehicle concept was formulated using a larger β-ratio. To reduce the severity of the aerothermal environment, a β 1 of 8 kg/m 2 was selected to limit the nominal convective stagnation point peak heating to 10 W/cm 2 to allow use of a HIAD drag skirt. The heat rate limit provides margin for radiative heating effects. A new inner diameter of 4.5 m was selected to mitigate packaging difficulty and allow use of a large, non-deployable antenna, such as the 3 m high gain antenna baseline for the Titan Explorer study. 18 This concept has an overall β-ratio of 8.34 and a maximum diameter of 12.98 m when the drag skirt is fully deployed. The operational corridor for the second concept was found to be approximately 0.5 deg wide (Fig. 16) , twice that required for the assumed approach navigation accuracy. The nominal AI flight-path angle was chosen to be -32.95 deg, the center of the operational corridor.
Results for 1000-sample Monte Carlo simulations of aerocapture for the single-stage, two-stage, and CV drag modulation systems with a β-ratio of 8.34 are summarized in Table 4 . Figure 17 shows results for the single-stage system. The range of apoapsis altitude errors is larger than at Mars, but similar trends are visible: early jettisons tend to have larger apoapsis errors, and the periapsis raise ∆V is only a weak function of apoapsis error. Results for the two-stage system (Fig. 18 ) also show similar trends to Mars, although at Titan no cases jettisoned both stages at the same time (identical jettison times are indicated by the grey line). Lastly, results for the CV system are given in Fig. 19 . Even in the nominal case, the area commands tend to decrease over time. This is due to the strong eastward winds in the Titan-GRAM atmosphere model that are not modeled in the guidance predictor. Just as at Mars, there is a trend of increasing accuracy and decreasing ∆V requirements from single-stage to two-stage to CV systems. The results also indicate peak convective heat rates remain below 14 W/cm 2 , validating the choice of β 1 and allowing use of a HIAD with flexible insulating TPS. Figure 20 shows a relative comparison of accuracy and total ∆V requirements. The trends are slightly different than at Mars. Due to the relatively long atmospheric flight times at Titan, the addition of second stage provides a relatively greater benefit over the single-stage system when compared to Mars. The twostage system provides the best total ∆V performance. This is somewhat counterintuitive, as the CV system has significantly better apoapsis accuracy, resulting in apoapsis correction ∆V values that are half of the two-stage system. However, the CV system tends to remove more energy during the atmospheric pass relative to the two-stage system, even though it achieves the desired apoapsis altitude. This energy must then be replaced by the spacecraft propulsion system in the periapsis raise maneuver. 
VII. Discussion
Results indicate that drag modulation flight control presents an attractive option for aerocapture systems at Mars where low heat rates enable the use of large, lightweight, inflatable drag areas. The use of HIADs enables large β-ratios which provide a high degree of robustness to day-of-flight uncertainties, even for single-stage jettison systems. Drag modulation at Titan is found to require advanced non-ablative thermal protection systems for inflatable decelerators to withstand peak heat rates during the atmospheric pass or large drag areas to limit peak heat rates to current non-ablative thermal protection system limits. Results indicate that a two-stage system with inflatable drag skirts provides acceptable orbital insertion performance with a potentially lower system complexity than comparable lift modulation systems. The large gravity well and high heat rates experienced during aerocapture at Venus make drag modulation flight control unattractive when combined with a non-ablative thermal protection system. Significantly larger drag areas or advances in fabric-based material thermal properties are required to improve feasibility at Venus. Overall, drag modulation flight control is largely enabled by three technologies: precise approach navigation, modern flight computers, and HIADs. Current deep space navigation precision results in minimal delivery and knowledge errors at AI, making out-of-plane control optional in the absence of plane change requirements. Modern flight computers provide enough throughput to allow the use of onboard parameter estimation techniques coupled with numeric predictor-corrector algorithms, resulting in accurate terminal state predictions and steering commands. HIADs provide a mass efficient solution to lower the ballistic coefficient and achieve the required ballistic coefficient ratio and control authority.
Future work for drag modulation flight control aerocapture systems may include more detailed vehicle sizing, the development of more computationally efficient onboard guidance algorithms, and six-degree-offreedom simulation. Six-degree-of-freedom simulation will allow study of vehicle stability across jettison events, separation dynamics, and recontact. Lastly, better engineering level models for radiative heating rates at Titan and Venus will help to reduce uncertainty and required TPS margin on future aerocapture vehicles.
